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1. Introduction
A key issue in research on vowel harmony is the role of positional privilege.
Vowels in prominent positions are frequently granted a special status in their
function as triggers or targets in harmony. Studies of harmony patterns in which
linguistically-prominent positions display a unique triggering role have identi-
fied positional faithfulness as a source of privilege in strong locations (Beckman
1998, Walker to appear). In these cases, the feature specification is consistently
preserved in the strong position. This paper focuses on the distinct set of patterns
in which the target vowel resides in a prominent site, that is, where a strong
position exhibits alternations via attraction of features. Phenomena of this kind
cannot be attributed to positional faithfulness, because when active, it makes the
contrary prediction that strong positions will resist change.

This paper studies strong target alternations in two height harmonies. The
first is the case of Veneto Italian, where harmony triggered by a suffix vowel
targets a stressed vowel (1a) (Maiden 1991). Only high vowels trigger the har-
mony, as evident by comparing (1b-c). The second case, in (2), is a height
transfer in Esimbi which targets initial syllables (Hyman 1988). In this pattern
the height feature of a non-initial root vowel is transferred to an initial prefix
vowel, and the non-initial vowel is neutralized to high.

(1) Veneto Italian
a. /tornevi/ à [torn�vi] Ôreturn (2 sg. imp. ind.)Õ
b. /tornevo/ à [torn�vo] Ôreturn (1 sg. imp. ind.)Õ
c. /torneva/ à [torn�va] Ôreturn (3 sg. imp. ind.)Õ

(2) Esimbi
a. /u-to/ à [otu] Ôinsult (inf.)Õ
b. /u-rE/ à [�ri] ‘daub (inf.)’

Building on a proposal by Zoll (1996, 1998), I argue that such targeting of
strong positions comes about through the activity of positive positional marked-
ness constraints, which call for affiliation of features with linguistically-strong
sites. In this paper I argue that all height features are subject to licensing. How-
ever, licensing requirements are violable, and their conflict and interplay with
other phonological demands can produce different outcomesÑresults felicitous
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with an optimality-theoretic approach. Two outcomes are analyzed here: (i)
licensing restricted to feature specifications regarded as less marked ([+high];
Veneto), and (ii) licensing of more marked specifications ([-high]; Esimbi).

In the course of examining these patterns, some additional matters of
theoretical interest are explored. One area concerns some intriguing root-affix
asymmetries presented by the harmonies under scrutiny. In Veneto, affixes are
capable of triggering an alternation in roots. In Esimbi, prefix vowels are the
targets and display the full range of vowel heights; although root vowels deter-
mine the height of the prefix, they are consistently realized as high. I argue that
despite these characteristics, the generalization expressed by the Root-Faith >>
Affix-Faith metaconstraint is maintained (McCarthy & Prince 1994). A second
matter concerns featural faithfulness. The transfer of height features in Esimbi is
analyzed here as driven by prioritization of MAXRt(F), preventing deletion of
root height features. A brief investigation of the outcomes predicted by a theory
admitting both IDENT(F) and MAX(F) constraints points to some positive results.
The third area relates to the theory of featural markedness. The analysis of
metaphony developed in this work explores the possibility that this phenomenon
involves an assimilation to the unmarked (in the terminology of Bakovic@ 2000).

This paper is organized as follows. ¤2 centers on the case of Veneto
metaphony, where spreading of [+high] targets a stressed syllable. In ¤3 I turn to
Esimbi height transfer, wherein the vowel in the initial syllable attracts height
features from non-initial positions. ¤3 considers some typological implications
for featural faithfulness growing out of this work. In ¤4 I present the conclusion.

2. Stressed vowel targets: Veneto Italian
Many dialects of Italian and Spanish display a height harmony, commonly
known as ÒmetaphonyÓ, where stressed stem vowels raise in the context of a
high vowel suffix. I focus here on the pattern observed in Veneto Italian, the
northern dialect(s) spoken in Vicenza, Padova, Rovigo, Verona, and Grado.

2.1 Vowel raising in Veneto Italian
The description of Veneto Italian metaphony is drawn from Rohlfs (1966),
Calabrese (1988), and Maiden (1991). Veneto presents a seven vowel inventory
consisting of [i, e, E, a, �, o, u]. Following Calabrese (1988), I assume that [E, a,
�] are [-ATR], and the remaining vowels are [+ATR]. For ease of exposition, I
will assume binary features, but this is not crucial to the analysis.

The data in (3) illustrate the harmony. As shown in (3a), metaphony in
Veneto raises stressed [+ATR] mid vowels to [+high] in the context of a high
vowel suffix. Vowels that are [-ATR] are not affected by metaphony, as in (3b).
Triggers are restricted to high vowels; non-high suffix vowels do not affect the
height of stressed vowels (3c). Sources are indicated at the right: data from
Calabrese is notated ÒACÓ, from Maiden ÒMMÓ, and from Rohlfs ÒGRÓ.

Proceedings of HILP5, Linguistics in Potsdam, Vol. 12, ed. by C. Féry. A. D. Green & R. van de Vijver, pp. 212-232.
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(3) Non-high post-tonic High post-tonic Source
a. ve@do te viÛdi ÔI see/you seeÕ AC

benede@to benediÛti Ôblessed m. sg./pl.Õ MM

co@ro te cu@ri ÔI run/you runÕ AC

moro@so moru@si Ôlover m. sg./pl.Õ MM

b. prE@te prE@ti Ôpriest sg./pl.Õ AC

m�@do m�@di Ôway sg./pl.Õ AC

c. moro@sa Ôlover f. sg.Õ MM

fiu@me ÔriverÕ GR

A primary point of interest in these data is that the alternating vowel occurs in a
stressed syllable. This property is a focal issue in the analysis that follows.

2.2 Theoretical approach
I formalize the analysis in the constraint-based framework of Optimality Theory
(OT; Prince & Smolensky 1993). I assume a familiarity with the underpinnings
of OT and its formalisms as well as the approach to faithfulness known as Cor-
respondence Theory (McCarthy & Prince 1995).

A central claim to be developed here is that metaphony in Veneto is
driven by licensing constraints grounded in context-sensitive markedness. In
diagnostic terms, metaphony is a harmony that involves a strong position (in this
case a stressed syllable) attracting a feature in a weak position (here, an un-
stressed affix). Hence it presents what Zoll (1998) calls a positive positional
markedness distribution. The general formulation for licensing constraints that I
will utilize is given in (4), adapted from Zoll (1996, 1998) on COINCIDE.

(4) LIC(F, S-Pos): ÒFeature specification [F] is licensed by strong position SÓ
Let i. f be an occurrence of feature specification [F] (optional: dominated

by w, an occurrence of weak position W) in an output O,
ii. s be an occurrence of strong position S in O,
iii. and sδf mean that s dominates f.

Then (∀ f)(∃ s)[sδf].

The term Òstrong positionÓ is taken here as referring to positions that are lin-
guistically-prominent, either phonologically or morphologically, such as
stressed syllables, initial positions or root material.1 The set of weak positions is
comprised of the opposite. LIC(F, S-Pos) requires that every occurrence of a
given feature specification [F] in an output be licensed via domination by a
                                           

1 On the basis for positional privilege, see Steriade (1995), Zoll (1996), and Beckman
(1998). The larger body of work developing kinds of licensing conditions is too extensive to
list fully here. Representative examples include It� (1986), Goldsmith (1990) and Piggott
(2000). See also F�ry (1998) and Kager (1999) on the need for contextual markedness.
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given strong position S. In order for licensing to be obeyed, domination need not
be immediate. Hence if the strong position in question were a stressed syllable, a
feature specification within a stressed syllable would be dominated by it (and
licensed) even if a mora and root formed intermediate dominating nodes.

The specific constraint required for Veneto metaphony is given in (5):

(5) LIC([+high]Af, σ@): Ò[+high] in an affix is licensed by stressed syllablesÓ

This constraint requires that any [+high] specification associated with an affix
be licensed via linkage to a stressed syllable. Let us consider the evaluation of
(5) in relation to the structures in (6). The structure in (6a) obeys LIC([+high]Af,
σ@), because [+high] associated with an affix is also linked to a stressed syllable.
On the other hand, the representation in (6b) violates the constraint, since it
contains [+high] that is linked only to an unstressed affix syllable. In utilizing
the positional markedness mode of licensing, this analysis has parallels to other
applications and extensions of ZollÕs proposal, including Walker (1997a), Rin-
gen & Vago (1998), Balassa (2000), Alber (2001) and Kager (2001).

(6) a. v � d i b. v � d i
    \    /     |      |

              [+hi]             [-hi][+hi]

As mentioned in ¤1, I propose that all feature specifications are poten-
tially subject to licensing requirements.2 However, an important insight made by
Zoll (1996, 1998) is that licensing requirements for marked phonological struc-
ture are prioritizedÑan observation also borne out in the other applications of
positional markedness named above. Based on that groundwork, I tentatively
posit the universal ranking: LIC(-high) >> LIC(+high). For ease of exposition,
marked non-high height configurations are characterized descriptively here as
[-high], but this is intended to be independent of any specific theories of vowel
height features. The emergence of a pattern in which only [+high] shows overt
effects of licensing, as in Veneto, is suggested below to be an instance of prefer-
ential assimilation to the unmarked. Under this account, licensing that would
cause a segment to assimilate to a marked specification is suppressed through
the activity of a higher ranked constraint.

The relative markedness of mid vowels in relation to high ones is dis-
cussed by Beckman (1997). Cross-linguistic evidence includes the generaliza-
tion that the occurrence of mid vowels in a phoneme inventory usually implies
the occurrence of high vowels. In addition, high vowels display a default char-
acter in many languages (see Beckman 1997 and citations therein). Further
support for the unmarked status of high vowels comes from the language fami-
                                           

2 Note also Alber (2001), who takes a similar position with respect to segments.
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lies under study in this work. Within Italian, unstressed mid vowels raise to
become high in certain dialects, such as Northern Salentino (Calabrese 1988). In
Esimbi post-initial vowels are neutralized to [+high], as will be discussed in ¤3.3

The positional markedness approach to licensing in height harmony is
previewed in (7), with a Veneto form. Candidate (7a) obeys both licensing
constraints, because the [+high] feature in the suffix is linked to the stressed
syllable, as in (6a). The faithful candidate in (7b) has an autosegmental repre-
sentation like that shown in (6b), and is accordingly ruled out by LIC(+high).

(7) Exemplification of positional markedness approach
/vedi/ LIC([-high]Af, σ@) LIC([+high]Af, σ@) IDENT-IO(high)
a. +  v�di *
b.      v�di *!

A chief assertion is that the positional markedness approach is crucial for
harmonies that target strong positionsÑpositional faithfulness cannot be substi-
tuted here. A faithfulness-based approach would attribute the positional neutrali-
zation to a constraint enforcing faithfulness in a strong position (Beckman 1997,
1998). The kind of constraint that would be expected for harmony sensitive to a
stressed syllable is IDENT-σ@-IO(high): ÒA segment in a stressed syllable in the
output and its correspondent in the input must have identical values for [high].Ó
However, positional faithfulness is not capable of characterizing a strong target,
because in such a pattern it is the prominent position that alternates. To illus-
trate, let us suppose that a spreading constraint for [high] drives the height
harmony, and it is ranked between positional and general IDENT(high) con-
straints, as in (8). In this tableau Ò+Ó marks the attested form and ÒLÓ marks
the form wrongly selected by the hierarchy. The metaphony output in (8a) is the
attested form in Veneto, but it is not selected by this constraint hierarchy, be-
cause the stressed vowel is unfaithful. The faithful form in (8b), or the candidate
in (8c), in which the stressed vowel triggers [high] spreading to the suffix, are
each more harmonic than (8a) with respect to positional faithfulness. This ex-
ample makes clear that positional faith cannot be what underlies the special
status of a strong position when it forms the target of harmony. Hence, this must
be a case where positional markedness supercedes positional faithfulness.
                                           

3 The universal markedness statement expressed by LIC(-high) >> LIC(+high) might
require further refinement. It is intended to characterize languages in which high vowels
pattern as unmarked in relation to mid vowels or both mid and low vowels, which I suggest is
appropriate for the languages under examination here (and many others). However, as dis-
cussed by Flemming (1995), Rice (1999a, b), and others, different inventory structures have
the potential to impact segmental markedness relations. In addition, Rice suggests that there
are languages in which non-high vowels pattern as less marked than high vowels, although
some of her diagnostics for assessing markedness are different from those considered here.
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(8) Positional faithfulness is inadequate for strong target positions
/vedi/ IDENT-σ@(high) SPREAD(high) IDENT(high)
a. +   v�di *! *
b.       v�di *!
c. L   v�de *

Although the positional licensing effect in these patterns is not a result of
positional faithfulness, it does not deny the existence of such constraints.
Positional faithfulness has been used in several accounts to successfully charac-
terize certain kinds of position-sensitive phenomena (e.g. Beckman 1997, 1998,
F�ry 1998, Lombardi 1999, Curtin 2001, Walker to appear, among others).
Moreover, even analyses that utilize positional markedness often themselves
utilize some kind of positional faithfulness constraint as well, such as root-
sensitive faithfulness (Zoll 1998, Balassa 2000), and that will also be the case in
the analysis of Esimbi height transfer developed in ¤3.

2.3 Analysis of metaphony
I turn now to the rankings for Veneto metaphony. The analysis focuses on five
main descriptive points: (i) [high] licensing produces alternations, (ii) only
[+ATR] vowels raise, (iii) only [+high] spreads, (iv) affixes are capable of
triggering alternations in root vowels, and (v) harmony is regressive and termi-
nates at the stressed syllable. In what follows, I discuss each of these in turn.

The first point is that licensing for [high] produces alternations. In order
for this to be the case, licensing constraints must outrank IDENT-IO(high), as
shown in (9) (which repeats (7)). The metaphony output in (9a) is the winner, as
determined by LIC(+high). Satisfaction of LIC(+high) is at the cost of faithful-
ness for [high] in the target vowel. The sub-optimality of a third candidate
[v�de] for the input /vedi/ will be addressed presently.

(9) LIC(-high) >> LIC(+high) >> IDENT-IO(high)
/vedi/ LIC(-high) LIC(+high) IDENT(high)
a. +  v�di *
b.      v�di *!

The next point for the account is that only [+ATR] vowels raise. I attrib-
ute this to a well-documented dispreference for [-ATR] high vowels (Calabrese
1988, Archangeli & Pulleyblank 1994, Bakovic @ 2000). As shown in (10),
*[+high, -ATR] and IDENT-IO(ATR) together outrank licensing. This hierarchy
selects the faithful output for a stressed [-ATR] vowel, in (10a), over (10b),
which violates the feature co-occurrence constraint, and (10c), which alters the
[ATR] value of the target vowel.
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(10) *[+high, -ATR], IDENT-IO(ATR) >> LIC(-high) >> LIC(+high)
/m�di/ *[+high, -ATR] IDENT(ATR) LIC(-high) LIC(+high)
a. +  m�@di *
b.      mU@di *!
c.      mu@di *!

The third item to be addressed is that [+high] alone spreads. This pattern
resembles a set of phenomena that Bakovic@ (2000) refers to as Òthe assimilation
to the unmarkedÓÑcases in which a feature specification regarded as unmarked
actively spreads, while its marked counterpart remains inert. Bakovic @ discusses
examples of assimilation to the unmarked in [ATR] harmony and voice assimi-
lation. Veneto plausibly presents a case in harmony involving the feature [high].

Following Bakovic @, I analyze assimilation to the unmarked as the effect of
a local conjunction of a markedness constraint and faithfulness constraint for the
same feature.4 The local conjunction necessary for Veneto is given in (11).

(11) *[-high] &l IDENT-IO(high): An output segment must not be specified as
[-high], if its input correspondent is not specified as [-high].

The intuition that underlies this constraint is that it is worse to gain a marked
feature specification in the output than it is to have that specification by virtue of
faithfulness to an input representation. The local conjunction is interpreted as
violated if both *[-high] and IDENT-IO(high) are violated in a single segment,
which is the smallest domain that can be evaluated by each of the conjuncts.

The conjunction *[-high] & l IDENT-IO(high) supresses the activity of
LIC(-high) in Veneto, and accordingly it must dominate licensing. The ranking is
presented in (12) in relation to a schematic form with a mid vowel suffix. The
assimilation candidate in (12b) violates the conjunction, because the first mid
vowel incurs a mark with respect to both *[-high] and IDENT(high). This viola-
tion is fatal; the winner in (12a) obeys the conjunction at the cost of LIC(-high). I
defer discussing the sub-optimality of a third candidate [� ¥ i] to (16) below.

(12) *[-high] &l IDENT-IO(high) >> LIC(-high)
/i ¥ e/ *[-hi] &l IDENT(hi) LIC(-high) LIC(+high) IDENT(high)
a. +   � ¥ e *
b.       � ¥ e *! *

Since the local conjunction inhibits only spreading of [-high], it does not inter-
fere with the metaphony outcome in (9), wherein [+high] spreadsÑheight
harmony involving assimilation to unmarked feature values is alone admissible.

The fourth item for the analysis is that affixes are capable of triggering
                                           

4 The proposal that constraints may be locally conjoined is due to Smolensky (1993).
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alternations in roots. This property is not particularly unusual, it simply is diag-
nostic of a harmony in which root/stem dominance is not active. Such a pattern
indicates that the relevant root and affix faithfulness constraints are both situated
in the hierarchy below the constraints governing harmony. Specifically, IDENT-
IORt(high) and IDENT-IOAf(high) are located below licensing and the local con-
junction, as shown by the metaphony example in (13) (see also Bakovic @ 2000).
The precedence of Root-Faith over Affix-Faith is not denied here; the pertinent
constraints are simply located sufficiently low in the hierarchy to render the
harmony insensitive to a root-affix asymmetry. Observe that the local conjunc-
tion rules out the progressive spreading of [-high] from the stressed syllable to a
[+high] suffix in (13c)Ñan assimilation to the marked. This is the candidate that
remained to be considered after the portion of the ranking established in (9).

(13) *[-high] &l ID(high) >> LIC(-hi) >>  LIC(+hi) >> IDRt(hi) >> IDAf(hi)
/vedi/ *[-hi] &l ID(hi) LIC(-high) LIC(+high) IDRt(hi) IDAf(hi)
a. +   v�di *
b.       v�di *!
c.       v�de *! *

The last points to be addressed for Veneto are that harmony is regressive
and terminates at the stressed syllable. Let us first consider a case that is
straightforward under the hierarchy established thus far. As shown in (14), since
licensing of [high] is restricted to instances of the feature in affixes, we do not
expect pretonic root vowels to be affected. Hence for /morosi/, the winning
output is (14a), with regressive spreading of [+high] to the stressed syllable, as
driven by LIC(+high) (compare 14c). Spreading does not persist to the pretonic
vowel, as in (14b), because that would incur a gratuitous faithfulness violation.
Since the separate ranking of IDENT(high) for roots and affixes is not decisive,
these constraints are collapsed into one column in this tableau and the next.

(14) Only affix vowels are subject to licensing
/morosi/ *[-hi] &l ID(hi) LIC(-high) LIC(+high) IDENTRt/Af(hi)
a. +   mor�si *
b.       mur�si **!
c.       mor�si *!

The question remains why assimilation to the unmarked is not bidirec-
tional in Veneto. Specifically, why does a form with a stressed high vowel
followed by a mid vowel not spread [+high] progressively, e.g. /fiume/ à
*[fi�mi]? This outcome is unsuccessful even though it obeys LIC(-high) in
contrast to the attested form, [fi�me] ÔriverÕ. The hierarchy thus far is silent on
the sub-optimality of this progressive raising output. The constraint I propose to
call upon is given in (15). It aligns a feature to a faithful position, adapted from
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the notion of Òbasic-alignmentÓ, discussed by Cole & Kisseberth (1995).

(15) ALIGN-R([high], sponsor-seg): ÒFor every feature [high] in an output, the
rightmost segment to which it is associated must obey IDENT-IO(high).Ó

The constraint in (15) requires that the rightmost link of a [high] feature
be faithful. It will discourage progressive spreading and prevent a final vowel
from being the target of assimilation. As shown with a schematic form in (16),
ALIGN-R outranks LIC(-high) in order to select (16a), with a faithful final mid
vowel. To distinguish different autosegmental structures, candidates are shown
here with labeled brackets that indicate the vowels to which a featural autoseg-
ment is linked. For example, (16b) represents a form in which [+high] is linked
across both vowels, whereas (16c) represents separate [+high] specifications
linked to each vowel. ALIGN-R rules out (16b), which obeys licensing via pro-
gressive spreading.5 This constraint also eliminates (16c), which replaces an
unlicensed [-high] with the less marked specification [+high]. ALIGN-R thereby
handles the residual sub-optimal form *[� ¥ i] for an input /i ¥ e/, mentioned in
discussion of (12). The local conjunction rules out (16d), which satisfies licens-
ing and ALIGN-R by undergoing an assimilation to the marked.6

(16) ALIGN-R([high], sponsor-seg) >> LIC(-high)
/i ¥ e/ *[-hi] &l ID(hi) ALIGN-R LIC(-hi) LIC(+hi) ID(hi)
a.+ [�]+hi ¥ [e]-hi *
b.    [� ¥ i]+hi *! *
c.    [�]+hi ¥ [i]+hi *! * *
d.    [� ¥ e]-hi *! *

A ranking summary for Veneto metaphony is given in (17).

(17) Ranking summary
ALIGN-R, *[-high] & l IDENT-IO(high), *[+high, -ATR], IDENT-IO(ATR)
>> LIC(-high) >> LIC(+high) >> IDENT-IORt(high) >> IDENT-IOAf(high)

The top tier of constraints includes ALIGN-R, the local conjunction, and con-
straints involving [ATR]. These constraints dominate the fixed licensing com-
plex LIC(-high) >> LIC(+high), which in turn outranks the fixed faithfulness
complex IDENT-IORt(high) >> IDENT-IOAf(high).
                                           

5 Notice that a constraint aligning a [high] feature towards the left of the word could
not be substituted for ALIGN-R to prevent progressive spreading, since (16b) would obey it.

6 The ill-formedness of /vedi/ à [v�de] ((13c) above) could be attributed to either
*[-high] &l IDENT(high) or ALIGN-R, since it involves both an assimilation to the marked and
a final vowel unfaithful to its [high] specification. The local conjunction and ALIGN-R are
nevertheless each independently required in order to rule out (16d) and (16b-c), respectively.
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To review, in this section I have argued that the targeting of a strong
position in Veneto height harmony is diagnostic of a positional markedness
distribution. The posited active constraint requires that height features in affixes
be licensed via association to a stressed syllable. I have suggested that the re-
striction of visible licensing to [+high] could be an instance of an assimilation to
the unmarked. This analysis nevertheless accommodates a fixed ranking in
which licensing of more marked structure ([-high]) is prioritized over that which
is less marked ([+high]). The system of ranked and violable constraints allows
for the suppression of LIC(-high) by the local conjunction, which blocks assimi-
lation to the marked. Finally, although Veneto metaphony does not display
root/stem dominance, it does not undermine the Root-Faith >> Affix-Faith
generalization, which will play a role in the analysis of Esimbi.

3. Word-initial syllable targets: Esimbi
I shift attention now to the case of Esimbi in which the role of LIC(-high) is
clearly visible. Esimbi is a Bantoid language spoken in Cameroon. It presents a
rather unusual distribution of vowel height in outputs. The output set of prefix
vowels displays a range of (at least) three degrees of vowel height [i, e, E, a, �, o,
u], while root vowels are uniformly high [i, ö, u].

Previous work by Stallcup (1980) and Hyman (1988) has established that
the output distribution in Esimbi is produced by a transfer of vowel height
features from root to prefix. Their research identifies an underlying distribution,
wherein roots present a set of eight vowels [i, e, E, «, a, �, o, u], which display
the full range of height contrasts, and a reduced vowel set [i, a, u] originates in
the prefix (adapted from Hyman 1988). (The underlying prefix vowel repre-
sented by [a] has a ÒdownsteppingÓ property that will be elaborated on below.)
Data supporting the transfer of vowel height are discussed in the next section.

3.1 Prefix height alternations in Esimbi
The following data and evidence for height transfer are drawn from Stallcup
(1980) and Hyman (1988). A given prefix in Esimbi will exhibit a three-way
variation in vowel height, where the choice of height variant is determined by
the root to which it is affixed; however, the rounding and backness of the prefix
remain fixed. Examples are given in (18) for the infinitive prefix, with alternants
[u-, o-, �-]. The underlying vowels are listed at the right, following the analyses
of Stallcup and Hyman. The infinitive prefix is posited as [u-] underlyingly,7 and
the root vowels are either high, mid, or low. In the output, root height is shifted
to the prefixÑyielding the alternationÑand root vowels are neutralized to high.8

                                           
7 Under HymanÕs assumptions, this prefix is the archiphoneme /U-/.
8 Alternatively transferred height features could be analyzed as floating underlyingly.

The constraint hierarchy for Esimbi must nevertheless be capable of producing grammatical
outputs for hypothetical inputs in which height features are linked to root vowels.
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(18) Infinitive Hypothesized underlying vowels
a. High9 u-ri ÔeatÕ u - i

u-zu ÔkillÕ u - u
b. Mid o-si ÔlaughÕ u - e

o-tu ÔinsultÕ u - o
o-dzˆ ÔstealÕ u - ´

c. Low ç-ri ÔdaubÕ u - E
ç-hu ÔkneadÕ u - ç
ç-bˆ ÔcomeÕ u - a

The data in (19) show a similar state of affairs with a prefix vowel that is
fixed front and unrounded. It exhibits alternants [i-, e-, E-]. The vowel in this
prefix (nominal class 9 singular) is posited as /i-/. (Diacritics mark tones.)

(19) Cl. 9 Singular  Hypothesized underlying vowels
a. High i›-bi› ÔgoatÕ i - i

i›-su$ ÔfishÕ i - u
b. Mid e$-gbi› ÔbushfowlÕ i - e

e$-su$ ÔhoeÕ i - o
e$-bˆ Ôcane ratÕ i - ´

c. Low E$-ji›si ÔholeÕ i - E
E$-zu$ ÔsnakeÕ i - ç
E$-tl ›̂ ÔplaceÕ i - a

A third kind of prefix vowel alternates in height at a step below the /u-/
and /i-/ vowels, an effect termed ÒdownstepÓ by Hyman. An example is ob-
served in the class 6 plural prefix, which exhibits alternants [o-, �-/(E-), a-], as in
(20).10 For comparison, corresponding class 3 singular nouns with the prefix /u-/
(identical to the infinitive) are listed at the right.

(20) Cl. 6/3 Plural Hypothesized underlying vowels Singular
a. High o-tili   ÔendÕ a - i u-tili

o@-ku   ÔdeathÕ a - u u@-ku
b. Mid E@-ki   ÔtailÕ a - e o@-ki

ç@-tu   ÔearÕ a - o o@-tu
ç-tˆ    ÔspearÕ a - ´ o-tˆ

c. Low a-simi ÔgrainÕ a - E ç-simi
a@-bu  ÔhandÕ a - ç ç@-bu
a@-bˆ   ÔbroomÕ a - a ç@-bˆ

                                           
9 There appear to be no roots containing underlying [ö]. I hypothesize that this repre-

sents the residue of a historical gap in Esimbi roots, whereby high central vowels were
disallowed, but this remains to be verified.

10 A further complexity is that this affix displays a front alternant [E] with root /e/.
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The downstepping phenomenon is discussed by Hyman (1988) and Clements
(1991), and it will not be analyzed here. I will simply characterize this prefix
vowel as /a-/, a vowel bearing a height downstepping property; in HymanÕs
analysis, this vowel has a [-ATR] specification that depresses vowel height.

The class 7/8 singular/plural prefixation in (21) provides further confir-
mation for a height transfer. These data illustrate that the height of prefix vowels
attaching to a given root is not random: it is consistent across prefixes. The same
generalization across regular and downstepped prefixes is seen in (20), where
the plural prefix is predictably downstepped by one level from the singular.

(21) Cl. 7/8 Singular Plural
a. High ki-ku bi-ku ÔboneÕ
b. Mid ke-hˆ be-hˆ ÔbundleÕ
c. Low kE$-s &̂ bE$-s &̂ ÔcombÕ

In summary, a key insight of the studies of Esimbi by Stallcup (1980) and
Hyman (1988) is that a three-way height contrast is a synchronic phonological
property of the root that is transferred to the prefix. Unlike more familiar cases
of harmony with spreading, height actually shifts from one vowel to another.
Prefix vowels contribute a two-way property influencing height, which deter-
mines whether the prefix alternates at the regular level or downstepped. These
studies thus reveal that underlying prefix height is in fact a subset of root height.

3.2 Analysis of height feature transfer
I propose that as in the Veneto metaphony, Esimbi vowel height alternations are
driven by a licensing constraint. Esimbi height transfer involves a strong posi-
tion (in this case word-initial) attracting a feature from other locations. Hence,
this is another distribution brought about by positional markedness. The relevant
constraint for Esimbi is LIC([high], Wd[σ): Ò[high] is licensed by word-initial
syllablesÓ. Notice that in the Esimbi height harmony, linkage to a root vowel is
not sufficient to license [high], and the optional restriction of the licensing
condition to features affiliated with a specific weak position is not warranted
(compare the constraint for Veneto in (5)). The analysis for Esimbi must address
the following four points: (i) licensing for [high] produces height alternations in
the initial syllable, (ii) height transfer preserves root features, (iii) non-high root
features realized in the prefix are not also realized in root position, and (iv)
prefixes contribute a reduced set of height contrasts. I focus first on cases where
a marked height specification originates in the root and continue to use [-high]
as a descriptive designation for marked non-high height configurations.

Item (i) for the analysis is that licensing produces height alternations in
the first syllable. Such alternations are indicative of markedness dominating
faith; in particular LIC(-high) must supercede IDENT-IO(high). This ranking is
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shown in (22) together with the fixed ranking LIC(-high) >> LIC(+high). The
optimal output in (22a) transfers a root [-high] specification to the initial sylla-
ble, satisfying LIC(-high) at the cost of violations of LIC(+high) and IDENT-
IO(high). The faithful candidate in (22b) is eliminated by a violation of
LIC(-high). The activity of LIC(-high) in Esimbi is thus firmly apparent.

(22) LIC(-high, Wd[σ) >> LIC(+high, Wd[σ), IDENT-IO(high)

/i - so/ LIC(-high, Wd[σ) LIC(+high, Wd[σ) IDENT-IO(high)

a. +    e$su$ * **
b.        iÝso$ *!

As in the metaphony case, positional faithfulness is unsuccessful in char-
acterizing the licensing effect. The problem for a positional faithfulness ap-
proach is that the licensing initial position in Esimbi is not a faithful site. Ac-
cordingly, a constraint enforcing faithfulness to the initial syllable cannot drive
the prefix alternations, as shown in (23).

(23) Positional faithfulness is inadequate for height transfer
/i - so/ IDENT-σ1(high) *[-high] *[+high] IDENT-IO(high)
a. +   e$su$ *! * * **
b. L   iÝso$ * *

The next point for analysis is that height transfer rescues root features. I
attribute the preservation of root height features via transfer to MAX-IORt(high),
a member of the MAX(F) family. Such constraints evaluate correspondence
between features directly, requiring that every occurrence of a feature specifica-
tion [F] in the input have a correspondent in the output. Independent motivation
for MAX(F) constraints comes from floating feature phenomena, as first noted
by McCarthy & Prince (1995). Additional analyses calling on featural corre-
spondence include Lombardi (1995), Causley (1996), Zoll (1996), and Ringen &
Vago (1998), among others. MAXRt(high) holds specifically of [high] specifica-
tions morphologically affiliated with the root. As mentioned above, the notion of
distinguishing root and affix faith is due to McCarthy & Prince (1994), and it
has enjoyed extensive application in phonological theory. Root faithfulness is a
morphologically-based positional faithfulness. Hence this account agrees with
the studies by Zoll (1998) and Balassa (2000), wherein positional markedness
does not exclude the activity of positional faithfulness in a language. Indeed,
both kinds of constraints may play distinct roles in the same grammar.

MAXRt(high) and LIC(-high) together outrank MAXAf(high), as seen in (24)
with /i-so/. The winner in (24a) transfers [-high], violating only MAXAf(high).11

                                           
11 I assume that in the optimal output for a case like that in (24), the [+high] feature in

the root is an inserted default specification. A conceivable alternative is that [+high] originat-
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The faithful form in (24b), which retains [-high] in the root, is eliminated by
LIC(-high), and (24c), which deletes [-high], is ruled out by MAXRt(high).

(24) MAXRoot(high), LIC(-high) >> MAXAffix(high)
/i - so/ MAXRt(high) LIC(-high) MAXAf(high)
a. +    e$su$ *
b.        iÝso$ *!
c.        iÝsu$ *!

The role that MAX(high) plays in preserving root features here is crucialÑ
IDENT(high) cannot motivate a transfer of features. The problem for an account
calling solely on IDENT is illustrated in (25), where IDENT is substituted for
MAX(high) in the hierarchy. The attested form in (25a) violates both IDENTRt and
IDENTAf. This form incurs a superset of the violations incurred by (25b), which
spreads the root feature, and by (25d), which deletes the root [-high] specifica-
tion. Hence, no ranking of this constraint set can obtain transfer as optimal.

(25) IDENT(high) alone is insufficient
/i - so/ IDENTRt(high) LIC(-high) IDENTAf(high)
a. +   e$su$ *! *
b. L   e$so$ *
c.       iÝso$ *!
d.       iÝsu$ *!

The failure of IDENT-IO(high) to drive feature transfer does not deny
IDENT(F) constraints, it simply indicates that they are dominated in Esimbi. In
order to achieve the transfer of [high], MAXRt(high) must outrank IDENT(high),
as in (26). Here the transfer candidate in (26a) is optimal, even though it violates
IDENT(high) twice. Candidate (26b), which deletes [-high], is ruled out by
MAXRt(high), and the faithful candidate in (26c) is excluded by LIC(-high).

(26) MAXRoot(high), LIC(-high) >> IDENT(high)
/i - so/ MAXRt(high) LIC(-high) IDENT(high)
a. +    e$su$ **
b.        iÝsu$ *! *
c.        iÝso$ *!

The third item for the account is that non-high root features realized in the
prefix do not retain a link to their original position in the root. I attribute this
                                                                                                                                       
ing in the prefix is transferred to the root. Although both forms would sound the same, I opt
for the former since the character of root vowel height is regularly default in Esimbi outputs,
and there is no evidence to support the retention of affix height features in the root. The latter
possibility can be ruled out by the ranking: LINEARITY(F) >> MAXAf(high), DEP(high).
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outcome to a constraint CRISP(σ, [high]), which bans cross-syllable linkage of
[high]. This constraint is a member of the Crisp-edge family, which prevents
linkage of structure across prosodic categories (It� & Mester 1999, Walker to
appear). Locating CRISP(σ, [high]) over IDENT(high) and LIC(+high) will pre-
vent a root height feature from remaining linked to a root vowel when it is also
linked to a prefix. The tableau in (27) illustrates. Labelled brackets are used
again to indicate autosegmental structure. The optimal output in (27a) obeys
CRISP(σ, [high]), because it transfers [-high] from a root vowel to the first sylla-
ble. This outcome incurs violations of IDENT(high) and [+high] licensing in the
root syllable. A candidate that spreads marked height from the root to the initial
position is ruled out on the basis of the cross-syllable linkage of [-high].

(27) CRISP(σ, [high]) >> LIC(+high), IDENT(high)
/i Ð so/ MAXRt(hi) LIC(-hi) CRISP(σ, [hi]) LIC(+hi) ID(hi)
a. + [e$]-hi[su$]+hi * **

b.      [e$so$]-hi *! *

The last item for analysis is that prefixes contribute a reduced set of height
contrasts. In order to address this point, we must consider inputs containing
[+high] roots. The question is why do these never occur with [-high] prefixes?
Given the hierarchy established thus far, for a hypothetical input /o-ri/, the
faithful output [[o]-hi[ri]+hi] is predicted to be more harmonic than the hypothe-
sized attested output structure [[u]+hi[ri]+hi]. This is because both violate
LIC(+high), and the attested output also violates MAXAf(high). The solution is
shown in (28): affixes cannot contribute a [-high] specification to an output,
though roots can, a pattern obtained by situating *[-high] between MAXRt(high)
and MAXAf(high). *[-high] will thus eliminate [-high] that derives from an affix,
as in (28b), and the prefix will be correctly realized as [+high] when the input
root specification is [+high]. (Another candidate [[uri]+hi] is discussed in (29).)

(28) MAXRoot(high) >> *[-high] >> MAXAffix(high)
/o Ð ri/ MAXRt(high) *[-high] MAXAf(high)
a. + [u]+hi[ri]+hi *
b.     [o]-hi[ri]+hi *!

In output forms such as (28a), where high prefix vowels match the height
of the root, it is reasonable to question whether the prefix [+high] specification
is inserted or spread from the root vowel. Both structures correspond to the same
vowel qualities. The decision is determined by the ranking of CRISP(σ, [high])
>> LIC(+high), established in (27), which favors the insertion candidate, as
shown in (29). CRISP(σ, [high]) also dominates DEP(high), a ranking independ-
ently needed for [-high] transfer outcomes like the one in (27). The faithful form
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[ori], in (29c), is ruled out by *[-high], which also outranks DEP(high).

(29) CRISP(σ, [high]) >> LIC(+high), DEP(high); *[-high] >> DEP(high)
/o Ð ri/ CRISP(σ, [high]) *[-high] LIC(+high) DEP(high)
a. +  [u]+hi[ri]+hi * *
b.        [uri]+hi *!
c.        [o]-hi[ri]+hi *! *

The ranking summary for Esimbi is given in (30). In broad strokes the
failure of marked height features to remain in situ results from the domination of
IDENT-IO(high) and LIC(+high) by LIC(-high) and CRISP(σ, [high]), and the
feature mobility stems from the supercedence of IDENT(F) by MAX(F). The top
tier of constraints also outranks MAXAf(high) to produce the asymmetrical pres-
ervation of root features over affix ones. The reduced set of height contrasts in
prefixes emerges from ranking *[-high] between MAXRt(high) and MAXAf(high).
*[-high] also dominates DEP(high), as does CRISP(σ, [high]).12

(30) Ranking summary
MAXRt(high)       CRISP(σ, [hi])    LIC(-high)

   *[-high]       IDENT-IO(high)  LIC(+high)
        |                MAXAf(high)
  DEP(high)

4. Some typological consequences of IDENT(F) and MAX(F)
The analysis developed in this work makes use of IDENT(F) and MAX(F) con-
straints. In this section I briefly examine some typological consequences for a
theory that admits both types of featural faithfulness.

Let us consider the factorial ranking of IDENT(F) and MAX(F) together
with a context-free markedness constraint *αF. As sketched in (31), three kinds
of outcomes result for an input containing two segments each linked to their
own [αF] specification. (Segment roots are symbolized by ÒSÓ.) First, if MAX(F)
outranks *αF, a fully faithful mapping is optimal, as in (31a). There is reason to
believe that this kind of structure occurs in language: a plausible instance is the
case of articulatory trough patterns where contiguous identical vowel articula-
tions are produced as separate events (e.g. English; Gafos 1996). A second
outcome arises under the ranking IDENT(F) >> *αF >> MAX(F). This hierarchy
produces the cross-segmental feature linkage shown in (31b). In this configura-
tion, output segments must be identical to their input specifications, but auto-
segments are minimized. This structure is frequent under OCP conditions and
                                           

12 Because of space limits I do not address details of multiply-prefixed forms, multiple
vowel roots and rare unprefixed forms here. See Walker (1997b) for discussion and analysis.
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spreading. The third outcome arises under prioritization of *αF. In this circum-
stance the result is neutralization to the least marked feature specification, la-
belled [βF] in (31c). This pattern is motivated for any (hypothetical) input that
contains a marked feature specification not tolerated in outputs of the language.

(31)
a. Fully faithful mapping: MAX(F) >> *αF (IDENT(F) ranked anywhere)

S S  S  S
 |  | ⇒   |   |
αF      αF  αF     αF

b. Feature linkage/spreading: IDENT(F) >> *αF >> MAX(F)
S S S      S
 |  | ⇒    \       /
αF    αF     αF

c. Neutralization to least marked specification: *αF >> MAX(F), IDENT(F)
S S S S or S     S
 |  | ⇒  |  |    \      /
αF    αF βF       βF     βF where α≠β

The essential contribution of MAX(F) becomes apparent when faithfulness
is combined with some kind of positional markedness constraint, such as *αF/Y,
which prohibits [αF] in position Y. If *α F/Y and MAX(F) together outrank
IDENT(F), the result is a feature shift, as in (32). This resembles the case of
Esimbi, where αF is preserved to satisfy MAX, but it relocates to position X.

(32) Featural shift: MAX(F), *αF/Y >> IDENT(F)
X Y X Y
             | ⇒  |
          αF                    αF

The following is a short assessment of the issues. MAX(F) is well-
recognized as necessary for floating features. It is also motivated for cases
involving feature transfer.13 These are both instances where features are pre-
served independent of faithfulness to an input sponsoring node. (See also other
work supporting featural correspondence cited in ¤3.2.) The work of IDENT(F) is
rather different: it mandates featural identity in corresponding segments and
contributes to the avoidance of featural scrambling in outputs. The existence of
two kinds of featural faithfulness is connected to the dual nature of features. On
the one hand they are autosegmental elements with potential for independent
manipulation, and on the other, they must be contained under a sponsoring root
node in order to be properly incorporated into phonological structure. The out-
comes illustrated in (31-32) suggest that admitting both IDENT(F) and MAX(F) in
the theory does not produce outrageous results, though a more thorough typo-

                                           
13 In addition, MAX(F) obviates any need for covert structure in feature transfer

languages (e.g. turbid representations; Goldrick & Smolensky 1999).
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logical study is needed to verify this conclusion. A related interesting issue is the
general rarity of featural transfer in language. While the potential for features to
function independent of their root sponsor is evident from the cases noted above,
feature shifts tend to be quite restricted. Further research in this area, taking into
consideration limits on locality, will surely bring more insight to these matters.

5. Conclusion and issues for further research
In this paper I have argued that licensing requirements expressed as positional
markedness constraints determine the special status of privileged positions in
harmonies that guide features to strong targetsÑpositional faithfulness is not
sufficent to characterize these alternations. Such cases add to the accruing set of
phenomena that necessitate positional markedness constraints (Zoll 1996, 1998).
The account does not, however, deny the existence of positional faithfulness
constraints. Indeed, a faithfulness constraint specific to roots is necessary for the
analysis of Esimbi, and additional studies cited above have identified other
patterns that support positional faithfulness. The conclusion that appears to be
emerging from various threads of research is that both positional markedness
constraints and positional faithfulness are warranted in the theory.

In the arena of featural faithfulness, this work has identified that MAX(F)
plays a pivotal role in Esimbi height transferÑproviding further evidence for the
activity of [F]-correspondence constraints beyond cases of floating features. In
Esimbi, the domination of IDENT(F) by MAX(F) and a licensing constraint is
essential to producing the feature shift from root vowels to prefixes. The nature
of the licensing condition contributes to what appear to be unusual root-affix
asymmetries in the harmonies studied here. The word-initial site for licensing in
Esimbi together with feature mobility and the languageÕs prefixing structure
obscures the fact that Root-Faith is prioritized. Yet preservation of root features
is in fact emphasized in Esimbi, confirming the precedence of Root-Faith over
Affix-Faith. In Veneto, the apparent preferential treatment of suffix features
emerges in part from the need to license [high] affiliated with a weak position
combined with a system that does not display root/stem dominance.

With respect to typology, this research has identified two kinds of height
harmony involving licensing: one in which [+high] alone spreads and one in
which licensing for [-high] is witnessed. In the latter case, the status of [+high]
licensing is perhaps ambiguous; the analysis developed here suggests that li-
censing of [+high] is violable in Esimbi, and prefixal agreement with high-
vowel roots is by default rather than spreading. To the best of my knowledge
there yet remains to be identified a metaphony-type pattern in which a range of
height contrasts originate in a strong target position in a root, and only marked
non-high (affix) vowels trigger alternations. Such a harmony would resemble
Veneto, except that mid vowels would induce lowering and be the sole triggers.
Given that vowel harmonies targeting a strong position are not numerous, it is
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difficult to assess whether the lack of this type of pattern is significant or repre-
sents an accidental gap. A related issue concerns the nature of the licensing
condition in Veneto metaphony. The analysis developed here explores the pos-
sibility that this harmony involves an assimilation to the unmarked. The extent
to which assimilations of this kind are observed across the feature spectrum has
yet to be determined. It is interesting that despite their singular activity in as-
similations of certain languages, unmarked features are often noted to be less
active in various other assimilations. The theoretical understanding of these
observations remains to be fully integrated. It might be the case that the concept
of (un)markedness needs to be better elaborated (see Rice 1999a, b, Kager
2001). For example, in the case of metaphony, it could be explored whether any
basis exists to suggest that [+high] in fact stands as a marked specification in
final vowels. This may or may not prove viable. Nevertheless the issues sur-
rounding markedness and the typology of licensing will surely continue to
provide fruitful material for study.
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